
In the field of high-performance computing (HPC), users submit their
jobs (e.g., scientific simulations or data processing tasks) to computer
clusters through a resource management and job scheduling

software. As computer clusters continue growing to satisfy ever-

increasing computing demands, advanced resource management

and job scheduling is of paramount importance. Systems today, and
those anticipated in the future, are increasingly bound by their
communication infrastructure and the power dissipation associated
with data movement across the rapidly growing number of nodes.
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� Jobs cause resource contention and performance interference!
� Over time fragmented allocations appear!
� 5-hops latency could be 82% more than 1-hop latency!
� Power cost of inter-node communication could be 75 times more

than a double-precision operation!
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Developing COTACOTACOTACOTA (a COCOCOCOoperative framework for

TTTTopology AAAAwareness) to improve communication-

and power-efficiency on large-scale systems

through a co-design approach.
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� On Blue Gene, we could relax network allocation (e.g., mesh
allocation to replace torus allocation) for those applications
dominated by local communications.

� On Cray XT6/XE6/XK7, we should choose an appropriate allocation

unit for different applications. An optimal unit should be large
enough to preserve neighboring communication of the application.

� On dragonfly or fat-tree systems, hybrid scheduling policies that
integrate contiguous and non-contiguous allocation could reduce
the worst-case performance degradation for less communication-

intensive applications while retaining the performance of
communication-intensive ones.

Project webpage:
http://www.cs.iit.edu/~lan/cota.html
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� Understand application communication patterns
� communication intensity, e.g., total message amount

� dominant communication behavior, e.g., nearest neighbor or many-to-many
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� Deploy scheduling strategies for systems with different topologies
� Torus connected systems using contiguous allocation, e.g., IBM Blue Gene series machines

� Torus connected systems using non-contiguous allocation, e.g., Cray X series machines
� Fat-tree based systems, e.g., TACC Stampede, Summit at OLCF
� Dragonfly based systems, e.g., Cray Cascade, Aurora at ALCF
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